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In this paper. a Harnack inequality for some difference operators arising from uniform symmetric random 
walks (see Definition 1.1 below) on Z” is proved, and a criterion on the intersections of two independent 
random walks on graphs is derived. As applications, we obtain reasonable estimates for the Green 
functions of uniform symmetric random walks on H”. We also prove that the intersections of two 
independent uniform symmetric random walks on izJ can occur infinitely often with probability one if 
d z 4 and with probability zero if d 2 5, as for simple random walks on H”. 
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1. Introduction 
Let G = (V, E) be a connected infinite locally finite graph with vertex set V and 
edge set E. For convenience, we assume that these exists a constant d,, < 00 such that 
d,y =G d,, Vx E v, 
where d, is the degree of the vertex x E V. Assign a resistor rry to the edge xy E E 
and assume that there are constants C,, Cl E (0,~) such that 
C, s r,,. G C, VXJJ E E. 
The random walk X = (X,,),lro (or (p,,.),.,& corresponding to the electrical network 
G is defined by 
px.v = C.v/ C.r Vv E E, 
where Cxy = (r,)-‘. and C, =C,.lrvsECry. 
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Definition 1.1 If there is a constant @ & (1,~) such that 
e-‘<r_.c@ tlxy E E, 
then the corresponding random walk X is called a uniform symmetric random walk 
on G. If r,,. = I for each xy E E, then the corresponding random walk X is called 
the simple random walk on G. 
The difference operator L on G arising from the random walk ( P~~,).~,,,~~ is defined 
by 
Lu(x)= c pxyu(y)-u(x) vxc v, VUEC(V,R). 
)’ : .xv E E 
(1.1) 
Fix a point Q E V, and let G, = (V,, E,) be a finite subgraph of G containing the 
point a, and 
aV,, =={xE V,,: 3y~ V\V,,, such that xy~ E}. 
Let T, = inf{m ~0: X, E aV,}, and 9, be the probability law of (X,,)naO starting 
from x. Then the Green function restricted on G, of the random walk X = (X,,)naO 
is defined by 
where E, is the expectation with respect to P,. 
From the argument in [2], one can see that there is a connection (or see Section 
5 below) between Green functions and voltage for the electrical network G described 
as above. Hence, some techniques in electrical network can be applied to estimate 
the Green function of a reversible random walk. 
The main purpose of this paper is to obtain some reasonable estimates for the 
Green functions of the uniform symmetric random walks on Zd, and then apply 
them to discuss the intersections of two independent uniform symmetric random 
walks on Zd. For these purposes, we first prove a Harnack inequality for the related 
difference operator L on Hd. 
We will use Moser’s idea [9] to prove the Harnack inequality for d 3 3 (see 
Theorem 3.3 below). As a preparation, in Section 2 we first prove several lemmas 
which concern the Poincare inequality, Sobolev inequality and a lemma of John 
and Nirenberg’s, in the discrete case. The lattice Z2 in two dimensions is a special 
case, but the corresponding Harnack inequality (see Corollary 4.4) holds as well. 
In Section 4, we use an idea in [l] and some techniques in electrical network to 
prove such Harnack inequality. However, the Harnack inequality for the related 
operator on Z’ can be easily proved by a technique in electrical network. 
In Section 5, we analyze the intersections of two independent random walks on 
graphs. By our theorem (see Theorem S.l), one can see that the intersections of two 
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independent uniform symmetric random walks depend on the transition probabilities 
only via their Green functions. 
In Section 6, we apply the technique of equipotential surface (see [lo]) and the 
Harnack inequality obtained in Section 3 and Section 4 to derive the reasonable 
estimates for the Green functions of a uniform symmetric random walk on Zd (see 
Theorem 6.1). To study the intersections of random walks on Zd, we first prove that 
the Wiener test (see [4]) is suitable for the uniform symmetric random walks on Zd 
(see Lemma 6.3). By these results, we can obtain that two independent uniform 
symmetric random walks on Z” can intersect infinitely often with probability one 
if d s 4 (see Corollary 6.4). 
Having the reasonable estimates on the Green functions as stated in Theorem 
6.1, we can also discuss some properties of random walks in a random environment. 
In a fo~hcoming paper, we will investigate some problems related to the range and 
self-intersections of random walks in symmetric random environments. 
RecentIy, Lawier [7] has proven a Harnack inequality for the difference operators 
arising from spatially inhomogenous random walks with symmetric increments. 
However, our random walks studied in the present paper are assumed to be reversible, 
but they are not assumed to be with symmetric increments. 
2. Several lemmas 
In this section and the next section, we concentrate our attention on the d 
dimensional lattice h” for d 2 3. 
In [9], Moser applied the Poincare inequality, Sobolev inequality and a lemma 
due to John and Nirenberg to prove the Harnack inequality for elliptic differential 
equations in IWd for d 3 3. As mentioned in the last section, in this paper we apply 
Moser’s idea [9] to prove a Harnack theorem for the uniform symmetric random 
walks on Zd with d 2 3. For this purpose, we should give the versions of Poincare 
inequality, Sobolev inequality and the lemma of John and Nirenberg’s [5] for Zd. 
This is the main purpose of this section. 
Let j * 1 denote the Euclidean distance in iWd. For given d 2 3, we let 2, (h) = Qa (h) n 
Zd for a = (a,, . . ., ad)Eifd and h>O, where 
Qa(h)={@t,.. .,xd}~Rd:Ixj-ajIIsh, i=l,..., d}. 
If XE Zd, and y EZ~ satisfy Ix-yld = 1, then xy is called an edge of Zd. Let 
E” = {xy: xy is an edge of Z”}, and 
for any u = ( nx), and u = (u,) E C(Hd, R). The next lemma is an analogue of Sobolev 
inequality for the discrete case. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let v = d/(d - 2). There exists a constant /3 E (0,~) which depends only 
on d and such that 
> 
I/u 
C wf”l#tZO(n)) 
.XEZ”(fl) 
SD{ n2%tw, *~)l#(Zdn))+ C wfl#(Zdn)) I Vn*l, rtz”(n) 
for any w = (w,) E C(P, R). 
Proof. First of all, we recall the Sobolev inequality 
we denote 
in R”. For any 7 E L’(Q, dx), 
If 5, 5: are square integrable, then (see [9, Lemma 21) 
(2.1) 
where C, E (0, co) depends only on d, and Q = Q,(h). 
Now we apply (2.1) to prove the desirable result. For this purpose, we first 
construct a continuous function 5 defined on Qo(n) from any given w E- C(Z”, R) 
such that 
c WZ.” < c, J z-““(x) dx, T141(4 Q,( n 1 
c W;2 C, 
.xiZ,,(n) J o,,c,~, 5”(x) d ,
8,,(w, w? 2 CA 
I 
E: dx, 
&in) 
for some constants C2, C,, C, E (0, a). 
For any k = (k, , . . . , k,, ) E Z,]( n ), define 
5(x) = wk, if x E Q&n Qtr(n). 
Ifx=(x,,._., x~) E Z,(n) satisfies the following conditions: 
k,-l+$sx,sk,-$, 
and 
k,-~<+~ki+~, j=2 ,..., d, 
then we define 
t(x) = 2(r(k) - 5(W)(x, - k, + 1-a) + 5(W, 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
(2.2c) 
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where k’= (k, - 1, kZ, . . . , kd), and k = (k,, . . . , kd). Thus, we have defined t(x) for 
x=(x,,..., xd) E Qo( n) with the following restrictions: 
-nnx,Gn, kj-$sxj”kj+$, j=2,3,.. .,d, 
forsome k2,.. . , kd E {-n, -n-t 1,. . . , n-l,n).Similarly,ifx=(x ,,..., xdEZO(n) 
satisfies the following conditions: 
k,-l++<xx,<k,-;, 
and 
lcj-$<~i~kj+~, j=3 ,..., d, 
then we define 
5(x)=2(5(k)- =$(W)(.x,- k,+ l-i)+ Gk’), 
where k’=(x,, k2-1, k, ,..., kd), and k=(x,, kz ,..., kd). Thus, we have defined 
t(x)forx=(x,,..., xd) E Qo( n) with the following restrictions: 
-nnx,,x,Gn, kj-a6xj%kj+i, j=3 ,_.., d, 
forsome k3 ,..., kdE{-n,-n+l ,..., n-1,n). 
Repeating the above argument, we can define a function 5 on Qo(n). Clearly, 5 
is a bounded continuous function, 88/8x exists almost surely with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure in BBd, and &$/ax satisfies 
Ii/ 
ds ‘dx<co. 
Q&n) ax 
Moreover, from the above construction, we easily check that 5 satisfies (2.2). 
Combining (2.2) with (2.1), we get the desired result. Cl 
The next lemma is an analogue of PoincarC inequality for the discrete case. 
Lemma 2.2. Let 2 = .Z,( n), and 
wz =X;z %/#GXn)). 
?%en there exists a constant C E (0,~) such that 
C (w.Y-wz)2GCn2%~(w, w) VwEC(bd,(W), VnSl. 
xtz 
Proof. As in [6], we introduce the Poincare constant 
h,=sup 
{ 
c (wX-wwz)2: WEC(Z, aB): gp,(w, w)=l , 
XEZ > 
and let 
h’D)=sup{n-{~zwX~: wEC(Z, [w), 87n(w, w) =l, w=O on 132 
> 
, 
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where 82 = aQO( n) n Z,(n). For our purpose, at this moment we let {X,t}ni;O be the 
simple random walk on Zd, and T, = inf{m z= 0: X, E aZ}. As in Section 1, we can 
introduce P, and E,. It is easy to check that 
h!,r’% C, sup E,T,, Vnz 1 
*E Z,>( n )
for a constant C, E (0, co). Therefore there is a constant C2~ (0, a) such that 
E,%T, c C,n2 Vn> 1, VXciZ”(rl). 
Then we have 
A’,“‘G c,czn2 VnLl. (2.3) 
On the other hand, by a similar argument in [6], we can prove that there is a constant 
C3 E (0,~) such that 
A, 4 C,hjp’ Vn>l. (2.4) 
The lemma follows from (2.3) and (2.4). El 
The next lemma is an analogue of [9, Lemma 31 which is due to John and Nirenberg 
(see also [5]). 
Lemma 2.3. Let w E C(kd, R), and 
%={(z: z=z,(2k): a EP, k>O). 
If the following holds for any Z E 3. with 2 = Z,(2k) c ZJ2”) for any n a 1, 
#(Z)_’ 2 (wx- wz)2G 1, (2.5) 
xf-z 
where w, = #(Z)-’ CxC. w,, then there exist constants a, p E (0, ~0) depending only 
on d such that 
#(Z0(2”))-2 C eon’\ C e--rr’“\G:2 Vnal. 
XEZO(Zn) xtZ,,W) 
Proof. First, we suppose 
+w3(2”))-’ c I4 =z s, 
.X.zZ~,(2”) 
for a constant s E (0, co). As in [4, pp. 418-4191, we can prove that there exist open 
disjoint cubes I,, I,, . . . in 5iE with Ik c &(2”) such that 
(i) (WI s s in &(2”) n K.lkz, LF, 
(9 #(fk)-‘Cxtlk lwxl~2ds, 
(iii) Ckls-, #C&f% s-’ Cxcz,,~2~~JwxI. 
Let S, = {ie ZJ2”): jwi - wzl > a}, and y(a) = #(S,}. Note the fact that 
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for any continuously differentiable function f, vanishing at the origin. If there are 
constants LY, r E (0,~) which are independent of n 3 1 such that 
p(o)seUT. e -““#(Z&2”)) vtr>o, (2.6) 
then we can obtain that 
c 
e+-Ql < e,xr 
( J 
cc 
e --us+Fs ds+ 1 
> 
. #(Z,(Y)) 
UCZ,C2") 0 
( 
1 
= L-t- ---eUT 
o--E > 
. #(2,,(2”)). 
From this, we get the desirable result. (For more details, the reader is referred to 
see the comments after Lemma 3 in [9].) Thus, it remains to show (2.6). 
By hypothesis (2.5) and Cauchy inequality, we may assume that 
#(2)-r+ C /w~-w~-GI trZE2 with ZcZ,(2”). 
x c z 
It easily follows from (2.5) that F(o) G l/a. However, by a similar argument in [S, 
Proof of Lemma 1’1, we can also get 
F(ojGl- F(a-Zds), 2-“(r>.rs 1. 
s 
Thus, we can see that there are constants A < 1 and r4 w such that 
#(S,,)dg 22” “,Fz jw, - wz\ * e-“” for cxcr~-+, (x = (Y e)-‘. 
From this, we get (2.6). 5 
Remark 2.4. In the above arguments, if Zo(m) is repIaced by Z,(m) for any a E iz”, 
then the corresponding conclusions of Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 hold 
as well. 
3. Harnack inequality far d>3 
In this section, we prove that the Harnack inequality holds for the uniform symmetric 
random walks on Ed if d 2 3. Our argument is based on [9] in which Moser proved 
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the Harnack inequality for elliptic differential equations. Assign a resistor Y,~), to the 
edge xy E Ed. As in Section 1, we introduce pXY, L and so on. In this section, we 
always assume that there is a constant 0 E (1,~) such that 
Lemma 3.1. Let ZI = log U, and u > 0 satisfy 
Lu(x)=O VXEZ,(rl). 
Set q,,, = r),+rly,Z=Zu(n),andS,(x)={yEZd:Ix-y(=1}.Thenthereisaconstant 
C E (0, ~0) which is independent of n 2 1 and a E Zd such that the following holds: 
Jz ) tS EInZ 
’ 1 
( > 
l/2 
SC 1 c 177?.-~x12 2 
xtz .~tS,(x)nZ 
for any function 77 on Z satisfying 
7j,=0 VxeaZ. 
Proof. Let 4 E C( Z, R) satisfy 
4(x)=0 VXE3Z. 
Then we have 
zz 0. 
Choose 4 = (l/u)q*. Then 
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39 
Recall our hypotheses on (u,) and (rT,.). Then we can show that there is a constant 
6, E (1, co> such that 
Thus, there are constants C,, C, E (0,~) such that 
Note that 
(l-$(1+0 VYES,(X). 
By the above facts, we can show that 
2 
c c 
xtz ,.CS,(X/ciZ 
Note the hypothesis on (r,,.). Then we get the following: 
for some constant C, E (0,oo). 
The proof is complete. 0 
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Lemma 3.2. Let v = up, and u > 0 satisfy 
Lu(x)=O VXEZ,(Pz). 
Furthermore, we let 
aZ’={x~dZ: 3y~Z,(n-1), such that, u,> u,}, 
aZ” = {x E dZ: 3y E Z,( n - l), such that, u, < u,}, 
and z=aZ’ ifp>i and .??=aZ” ifP<:. IfP#+, and 77~ C(Z,(n),R), vanishing 
at aZ,(n), then there is a constant C E (0, ~0) which is independent of a E Zd, n 3 1 
and the function r] such that 
Proof. Let 4 = (p]u2”-’ 
(3.2) 
(~r:-~~)2~c~Ip~~/l2p-i11(~2,p-*-~~~-’j(~,-~,~j/ VYES,(X). (3.3) 
Since u, > 0 tlx E Z, and CYEs,(_Xl C,,( u?, - u,) = 0, there are constants C, , C2 E (0, ~0) 
such that 
By this, one can check that (3.3) holds for IpI G M,, where A&,> 1 is a fixed constant. 
Now we show that (3.3) holds for jpl> MO. Without loss of the generality, we may 
assume U, > u),. Then, in order to prove (3.3), it is sufficient to show the following 
inequality: 
(1-z”)zcc”(p(*~2p-1/-‘/(1-zz”-‘)(l-z)/ VZE[E,l] 
for a fixed constant E E (0, 1). Since 1 pi > 1, 1 pj . )2p - 11~’ is bounded. Then, it suffices 
to prove the following: 
(1-z”)‘~c0~p~~(1-z2~-‘)(1-z)~ VZE[&,l]. (3.4) 
In fact, if p is an integer number and ]p] > 1, then we can prove that (3.4) holds. 
Now we suppose p is not an integer number, and let [p] = max(q < p: q is integer 
number} if p > 1, and [p] = min{q > p: q is integer number} if p < -1. Then we have 
(1-z’“‘)“~~~/pjl(l-z2[P’-l)(l-Z)/ VZG[& 11 9 9 
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for some constant C?E (0, cc). However, it is easy to show that if pi 2~22 1 or 
Pl<P2< -1, 
I( 1 - z2p,-’ 
correct. 
This implies that 
c c 
xtz\i: ytS,iY)nZ 
C,J?;b,P - $>” 
~GlP1212P-~l-L c c cx,p&u25p-’ - u:“-‘>( u, - u,). (3.5) 
XfZ\i ~&,(X)02 
Next, we note u, > 0 Vx E Z and 
c C,,.(t+-&)=O. 
VE.s,(X) 
Let y’ = y’(x) satisfy uYz = max,,s,(X) uv, and y”=y”(x) satisfy z+= miny~.~,~X~u,~. 
Then I+- u,I A Iz.+- u,I 5 C, max{]u, - u,(, y f S,(x)} for a constant C, E (0, a). If 
x E 2, and y’ E 2, then 
pju.~-‘(u,-u,)/‘~:,/u~-u~~~~* vyEs,(x), p>l, 
for some constant C, E (0,~). Similarly, if x E Z, Y”E Z, then we have 
IPIIC’ (u,-u,,)~2~cct;~u~-uf~~~2 VyES,fx), pc -1, 
for some constant C*E (0,03). By (3.2), we can show that 
p II,,, itS;Imz G)l:.(nfP-’ - u:p-WX - r$) 
( _’ I 
= p *CL )‘.s ;,nr 
c&-‘(qf. - 7&u, - uy) 
. 1 
+pc c c&g- 173UfP-‘(UY - up) VP> 1, 
.XCdZ .ES*( y)nZ 
and 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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By (3.6) and (3.7), we get 
and 
Moreover, if lpi s 1, and p #i, then one can get 
IPI 1 Ez yEs~)nz Gd(el - U?%% - $1) 
Thus, we get the desired result from (3.5). Cl 
Having these preparations, we can prove the main theorem in this section. 
Theorem 3.3. ff u > 0, and 
Lu(x) = 0 vx E 2,(2”+‘), 
then there exists a constant C E (0, M) which is independent of n and a E Zd such that 
maxuSCminu, 
D D 
for any D c Z,jZ”-‘). 
Proof. Let pk = ~“p, hk = 2”-” and vkp # $ for k = 1,2,. . . , n. First, we prove that 
there exists a constant CI E (0, ~0) such that (p > 0) 
ddpkt,, hk+,) s ~:“y~p’(~EIk~)2(~yk~ - ~~~“‘vAp’~(~k, hk), 
k=l,...,n-1, (3.8) 
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where 
We now use Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 3.2 to prove (3.8). In Lemma 3.2, we choose 
a suitable 7 such that 
i 
1 tlxEZ,(2n-1+hk+,), 
% = 0 VxP2,(2”-‘-th,), 
/nX - nV] S 2k-“-1, if y E S,(x), 
and 
ifyEdZ,(2”-‘fh), x~d.Z,(2”-‘+h-1), and h=hk--i+l,...,hk-l. 
By these properties, one can check that 
c4 c c fc(wqJ2~ c c dh - %J” 
xtz; ?ES,(x)nZ~ rez, \‘tS,(xlnZi 
SC, c c 
Xd&\& ytS,(x)n& 
T:c% - vJ2, 
for some constants C4, &E (0, a), where Z, = Z,(2”-’ + hk) and .& can be defined 
as 2 in Lemma 3.1. By Lemma 3.2, we can show that there is a constant GE (0, ~0) 
such that 
c c 
+t-q+, yiS,(x)nZ,+, 
(0, - qY”_ C&+ * IPk1)212Pk - r2 Ez, d. 
Combining this with Lemma 2.1, we get 
l/U 
c tz”I#(Zk) 
xQ%+, 
s C,22klPk1212pk - II-’ c d/#(Zktd 
xrz,+, 
for some constants C,, C*E (0, co). Let U, = u-9. Then we get (3.8). If p CO, then 
we have 
(p(&+,, hk+,)a c,““yh~p~)(]ykp/2t2ykp+ lj-2)11(v”‘%$(Pk, hk) 
for all k = 1, . . . , n - 1 and some constant C, E (0, co). 
Next, we prove that 
Lim_szp ddpk, 1js cd,(p, 2”-‘), p’o, 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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for some constant C&E (0, a). Indeed, by Lemma 2.1 we have 
( > 
I/o 
t: 
r,_Z,(2”-‘+1) 
U;“/#(Zo(2”-‘+ 1)) 
G C,,22n c 
X~z”~2”-‘+1) 
u5#(2,(2”-‘+ 1)) 
for some constant C,, E (0, 00). Let v, = u ,PIforp>Oandp,=~~pfi.Ifkan,then 
there is a constant C,2~ (0, CO) such that 
4(pkil, 1) q c::(yLp)+(Pk, 1). 
If p > 0 is fixed, then we get the following from (3.8): 
+(Pk+l, 1) < c.ij=w+‘~(p, ,,+I) 
for some constant C,, E (0, ~0) which depends on p > 0. Since v > 1, we obtain (3.10). 
It is clear that 
Xezm$x,+,i u, =lim szp ddpk? l)* 
I‘< 
By (3.10), we have if p > 0 is fixed, 
(3.11) 
Finally, we prove the following: 
‘/f-Q> 
min 
XEZ (2”-‘+1) u, 3 Cl.4 _~Fz,i) n?/#(Z0(2”)) 
(3.12) 
0 L> 
for some constants CIJ~ (0, 00) and po> 0 with vkp,f 4 for k = 0, 1, . . . . Thus, by 
(3.11) we get the desirable result. So it remains to prove (3.12). 
Ifp=-q<O, then 
.YLZ<$?I+l, t.&=lim_$f ‘;b(pk, 1). 
However, by (3.9) we can show that 
liE,&fCb(Pky I)3 cdb(-% 2n-‘> 
for some constant C,, E (0, cn). Thus, in order to prove (3.12), it is sufficient to show 
the following inequality: 
f$(q, 2”-‘)s c,6#(-q, 2”_‘) vn 3 1, (3.13) 
for some constants CL6 E (0, CO) and q > 0 with vkq # f for k = 0, 1, . . . . 
We now apply Lemma 3.1, Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 to prove (3.13). Let 
Z=Z,(2”) be any cube contained in Z,(2”), and choose a suitable n E 
C(Zn(2”+‘), R) such that 
i 
1, $XEZ/)(Zk), nz=kz0, 
‘IX = 
0, ifx E Z,(2k+‘), 
lV”~-%l~2-“+‘, YES,(X), 
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and 
for some constant C,, E (0, oo), where 2?, = log u,. By Lemma 3.1, we then get 
c c I& - q.]*G C,~2-2”#(2,(2”+‘)) 
r;cz >*ES,(r)r,Z 
for some constant C,8 E (0, co). By Lemma 2.2, there is a constant C,, E (0, a?) such 
that 
,& (G - 2?21*5 C&(Z), 
where ijz =xX6= i&/#(Z). If vk = CT;&, v; = CT:&, then 
#(Z)_’ c (v:- v;)“s 1. 
x6z.z 
By Lemma 2.3, there are constants (Y(), p E (0, co) such that 
In other words, 
@(cu”C;;V-‘, 2”_‘) 6 ~-LG%~~(_NOC;; V-‘, 2”_‘). 
Thus, we can choose Q E (0, tu,] such that if q = c&y: v-‘, then u”q Z 4 for k = 
0,1,2, . . . . Therefore, (3.13) holds. q 
Remark 3.4. From the above proof, we see that if u > 0 and Lu = 0 on Z,(n), then 
there is a constant C, E (0, a) which is independent of a and n for each F E (0,l) 
such that 
4. Harnack inequality for d =2 
In this section, we prove the Harnack theorem for the uniform symmetric random 
walks on V=Z’. Assign a resistor r%,, to the edge xy E E. As in Section 1, we can 
introduce the random walk (pl’,‘) and the linear operator L”‘. Let X = (X,), .+ be 
the random walk whose transition probability is (p!&!), and pY be the probability 
law of X starting at x. Let 
l3, = [ -2”, 272, 
al3, = {(x,, .x7.) E B,,: x, = 2”, or xi = -2” for some i = 1,2}, 
T,=inf(m>O: X,,,E~&}, 
h,(x, Y) = PY(X, = Y) vx E &, tfy -e a&. 
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In this section, we also assume that there is a constant 0 E (1, ~0) such that 
8-l S rx,, S 0 Vxy E E. 
To give the main theorem in this section, we introduce some notation. Let 
Bk,n = {(x, Y) E Bnik: x = i * 2”, y = j. 2” for some (i, j) E B,}, 
and 
dtrBk = {(x, 2k,): -2k S x S 2k} u {(2k, y): -2” =z y S 2k). 
It is obvious that Bk,” and Bk are isomerphic. For any given (i, j) E Bk\akBk, let 
(-%y)E&+k be the point in &+k corresponding to (& j), and 
(i,j)xB,={(r,s)EBn+k: OS?-x<2”, o<S-yY2’*}. 
If G is a subset of Bk, we let 
Gx&= u (~~j)xB~c&+k+~. 
(i,j)tG 
The main result of this section is as follows. 
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a connectable non empty subset in B,_Z. Then for each t b 2 
there is a constant 6 E (0,l) such that 
6 < k+rtx, 2) < 6-, 
. h,+,(y, z) . 
Wx, y E G x B,, Vz E dB,+,, Qn 3 1. 
Here, we should point out that if X is the simple random walk on Z2, then we 
can get the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 by using the so-called ‘Knight moves’ (see 
[l]). However, the ‘Knight moves’ does not work for the general case. As in the 
last section, we also apply some techniques in electrical networks to prove this 
theorem. For this purpose, we begin with a lemma which is an analogue of ‘Knight 
moves’. 
Lemma 4.2. Let a:B,, ={(-2”, y): -2”~ys2~}, 8’:B, ={(2”,y): -2”sy~2~} and 
B,(&)={(X,y)EB,:xs& ~2”). If T,(n)=inf{mrO:X,,,E8:B,), and T*(n)= 
inf(m>O:X,,,E$~B,}, thenthereisaconstant8(e)>Oforeaehe~[-l,l)suchtJ~at 
P,(T,(n)<T,(n))~S(e) tlx~B,(e), Vnal. 
Proof. First of all, we prove that there are constants EWE: (-1,1) and a,> 0 such that 
Px(TI(n)<T,(n))~& b‘x~B,,(q,), Vnal. (4.1) 
For this purpose, we let 
d,,B,,(-1+2-k)=((x,y): ~=(-1+2-~) .2”,-2”Sy~=_~}, 
and for Ia 1, 
L(i,I,k)={(-l-f-2-“).2”,Y):iSySi+2-l-2”}, 
i = -2”, . . . , (1-2-l) ’ 2”. 
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Let R, (i, 1, k) be the effective resistance of B,( - 1 i- 2-k) between ai& and a,&( - 1 + 
2-k), and i?,(i, Z, k) be the effective resistance of B,(i, 1, k) between aLB,(i, I, k) and 
L( i, 2, k), where 
B,(i,l, k)={(x,y)EB,,(-1+2-k): -2”~xx(-1+2-~)~2~, 
iS’y< i+2-‘. 2”}, 
d:B,,(i,Z, k)=((-2”,y): icyYi+22-‘.2”}. 
By the Cutting Law (see [2]), it is easy to see that 
R,(i, 1, k)cR,,(i, 1, k), 
and 
R,, (i, 1, k) s C, * 21mk, 
for some constant C, E (0, CC) which depends only on 8. Then we have 
R,( i, Z, k) s C, - 21mk. (4.2) 
We now apply (4.2) to prove (4.1). Fix a point x E a,&(-1 +2-k) for a given 
k 3 1. Let (z.+)~~~, be the voltage on B, with the following properties: 
v,=l flyEd:&, v>,=o tlYEd’:B,. 
Then, we get 
v,=&(T,(n)<T,(n)) VYEB,. 
Consider the surface @.Y on which the potential is equal to v,, and let x’ satisfy 
dist(x’, d:B,) = dist(tZY, a,&). 
Without loss of the generality, we may assume x’ = x. For I< k, let 
B,(x,z)={(y,,y,)EB,:xi-2”-‘~yi~xxi+2”-’,i=1,2}, 
S={(y,, y*) E R2: yj =Xi+2”-‘, Xi-2”-‘syJ_i s X;+2”-‘, i = 1,2} 
u {(y, , y2) E UP: y, = Xi - 2”-‘, xi - 2”-’ c ysPi 6 xi + 2”-‘, i = 1,2}, 
where x = (x1, x2). We say that J; and Jl+, are neighbor if .f; E {(y,, yJ: y: =j} for 
some jE{-2”,-2”+1,... ,2”-1,2”), and f;+I~{(y,,y2):~2=j+I) or f;+,~ 
{(yl , y2): yz =j - 1). For convenience, we let 
@X = {f--p, f-,+1, * . .3 f-l 3 .h, .fi 9 * . * , fq>, 
where f0 = x, f_, E {(x, -2”), lx,] G 2”}, fq E {(xl, 2”): lx,1 =s 2”}, and & and J;+z are 
neighbor for i = -p, . . . , q - 1. Let i0 satisfy: Ii01 = min{(j(: Jf; E S}. Thus, we can show 
that .&, E S n {(yl , y2): y, 3 x,}. Let 
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If i(,E Sn{(y,,yJ: y2=2”-‘+x2, y ,Z x,}, then we get that from the Cutting Law 
(see DIL 
where R,(a:B,,, G,) is the effective resistance of B, between alI& and G,, and 
R,,(l) is the effective resistance of B,(k, I) between alB, and Sn 
{(y,,y,): y, =x1+2”-‘}. Similarly, iffbE Sn{(y,,yJ: y2= -2”-‘+x2, y, ax,}, then 
we also have 
Now we suppose &E S n {(y, , yJ: y, = 2”-’ +x,}. Let 
&k, E)= B,(k, I) u{(y,,y,): x,~yy,~x,+2”-‘,~,-2”-‘~yy,9x,}, 
and R,,(2) be the effective resistance of &(k, 1) between &B, and S n 
{(_y,,yz): yz=xz-2”-J, x, syy,ax,+2”-’ ). By the Cutting Law, there is a constant 
C, E (0,~) such that 
R,(2) G C, - 2’-k. 
By (4.2), we aiso have 
R,(l)s C, . 2’-“. 
Thus, we get 
R,(a:B,, (3,) s C, v C2. 2’-k 
Choose suitable 1 and k such that 
R,~(a:,B,,,~1,)~SR,(a:B,,a’:B,). 
Therefore 
From this, we get (4.1). Lemma 4.2 may be proved just like (4.1). •i 
Since we have Lemma 4.2, the proof of Corollary 4.3 is standard. For more details, 
the reader is referred to see [l, Section 21. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. For any given n 2 1, XE G, and ZE~B,,,, let y = {yO, yl, 
. . . , ym} c B,+, satisfy 
-Yo=x, Ym = 2, I~iYi_j+tl=I, i=O,l,...,m-l. 
First, we prove that there is a constant 6r E (0,l) such that 
P,.(X hits y before T,,,) 2 6, Vx E G x B,. 
Let 
(4.3) 
lzl, = inf{i < m: ‘yi Ed&_,], mo= sup(is m, : yi EC?B,,+,-*}. 
Consick Y’ = {Ye,, Y*,,+ I3 . . . , y,,,,}. Suppose that there are ko, k, ~{rn~, m,)+ 1, 
. . . , m,} and x,=(xl,,xi)~ B,+,_, or x,=(xi,x:)~ B,,+,_, with x~=&.2”, 
x: = ;C, . 2” for some R,, 3, E B,_, such that: 
(i) y&E {(xh, y): ly] < 2”+‘-’ }, and yk, E {(x:-t 2”, y): ]y( zz 2n-e’-1}. 
(ii) yk,E {(x, x:): 1x1s 2n+‘p’ ), and yk,~{(x,x:-l-2”): ]~(62”+‘-~}. 
Let L, be the line segment connecting (x;, y,) and (xA+2”, 3~~) and L2 be the line 
segment connecting (x0, xi) and (x0, x: + 2”), where y, = *2”+‘-‘, and x0 = i2”+‘-‘. 
Then, there is a constant S,> 0 such that 
6,p,(X hits L, before Zl+,) d P,.(X hits y before T,,,) Vy E G x B,,, 
if (i) holds, and 
&3$(X hits L2 before T,,,,) s P,(X hits y before T,+I) Vy E G x B,, 
if (ii) holds. By Corollary 4.3, we then know that (4.3) is correct if (i) or (ii) holds. 
We now suppose that both (i) and (ii) are not satisfied. In this case, we can also 
find a constant 6,>0 and a line segment L3 connecting (x’,y’) and (x’+2”,y’) or 
(x”, y”) and (x”, y”+ 2”) such that 
8&.(X hits L3 before 7”+,)< 9,.(X hits y before T,,,) VIE G x B,. 
The proofs of (4.3) and Theorem 4.1 may be completed along the lines of [I, 
Lemma 3.21 and [l, Proof of Theorem 3.11. The reader is referred to [l] for more 
details. 0 
As its corollary, we can get the Haraack inequality from Theorem 4.1 (see [ 1, $31). 
Corolfary 4.4. Ler g satisfy 
L(‘)gJ B,,+/\a6,+1 = O. 
Then there is a constant 0, E [I, 00) for each given 13 1 such that 
0;‘s g(x),‘g(y) s & Vx, YE Bj_* x B, Vn 2 1. q 
Remark 4.5. We omit the proof of the Harnack inequality for the related difference 
operator L on Z’. In fact, we can use some techniques in electrical network to prove 
the corresponding Harnack inequality holds for the uniform symmetric random 
walks on some nice recurrent graphs, which include B’ and some strongly recurrent 
fractals (i.e. satisfying the hypothesis (R) in [6]) as examples. 
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5. Intersections of random walks 
There are a lot of works on the intersections of random walks, but most of them 
are focused on the intersections of the simple random walks on Ed (see [3] and [S] 
etc.). To our best knowledge, there are not so many works on the intersections of 
random walks on graphs. As mentioned in Section 1, we will apply the reasonable 
estimates for Green functions to investigate the intersections of the uniform sym- 
metric random walks on Zd. For this purpose, in this section we analyze the 
intersections of random walks on graphs. Our idea is basically from Lawler [S]. 
In this section, we consider the graph G = (V, E) mentioned in Section 1 and 
assign a resistor r& to the edge xy E E for i = 1,2. Assume that there are two constants 
C, , C, E (0,~) such that 
C,<r&sCC2 Vxy~ E, i= 1,2. 
As in Section 1, we can introduce (p’,,), L’ and so on. Let Pi be the probability 
law of the random walk 2’ with transition probability (p&) starting from x, and 
El be the expectation with respect to Pi. Suppose that X’ and X2 are two 
independent random walks whose probability laws are (P& V and (P:),, V respec- 
tively. Let P._ be the probability law of (X’, X2) starting at (x, y), and E,,,,, be the 
expectation with respect to Px,Y. Let 
Y = #{(m, n): xf, =x’,>. 
Fix a point a E V and let {B,},a-o be a sequence of subsets of V with B, = {a} and 
B,_,c B, for any nal. Let 
S,={XEB,:X~EE forsomeyEB,+,\B,}, n?l, 
and suppose that S, is also a connected subgraph, and that Bn+,\B, and B,\S, are 
separated by S,. Let 
TL = inf(m SO: XL E Sn} Vn 2 1, i = 1,2, 
For any given n 2 1, let u~(x, y)IYEB,, be the voltage on B,, with the properties 
&(x, x) = 1, f-Lk.Y)=o VY~S,, i= 1,2, 
and 
The next theorem is the main result in this section. 
Theorem 5.1. Let R:(x) be the eflectiue resistance of G’ between x and S,,, and assume 
that 
lim R’,(a)tco Vi=l,2. 
n-m 
(5.1) 
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(i) If the followivlg holds: 
fim C v!Aa, y)vQa, .v) <a, 
“-cR ?‘E B,, 
then we have 
P,,,(Y=co)=O. 
(ii) Suppose that there is a constant K E (0, co) such that 
RL(x)<K VXEB,, banal, i=l,2, 
C ui+,,(a, y)&A~, yf 
nz=, TEE,, *-rcx / ?‘E 6, 
sup liminf i C 
i 
vt,+m(a,y)2 
/ 
C vi+,(a, yM+,(a, y) <a. (5.4) 
“z=l fY>-LW i=l yiB,, 3’” 4, I 
If the following holds: 
(5.5) 
then we have 
Pa,, ( Y = co) > 0. 
Proof. (i) By definition, we can show that 
&,, Y = Ea., c c 4xt,=x;‘,r 
tn=O “=” 
= lim C g~(a,vk~(a,v). 
N*m .,.E B,v 
It is easy to check that (see [2] or [lo]) (gN(a,y)/CI)l,,., is the voltage on BN 
with the properties 
d-da, a) RN(a)= ci g’N(a, Y1 , ==o VYESN, 
R C,, 
By hypothesis (5-l), we can show that 
g’,(a, a) 
c; 
SC VN>l, i=1,2, 
for a constant C E (0,~). Then we have 
g,(a, y)< CCi,vk(a, y) s Cd&f-‘v,(a, y) ‘tly E B,, N 5 1, 
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where d,, < 00 is defined in Section 1, and M = ~up,.~~{r~~, &>. Therefore 
E,,Ys Cd,M-’ lim 
N+_ c 4./(W)&(W)-Q YEB\. 
By this fact, we get 
P*,,( Y = co) = 0, 
which proves the assertion (i). 
(ii) By definition, it is easy to check that 
u;V(x, y) = P’,(X, = y for some m d T,). 
Let 
I,(y) = {XL = X”, = y for some m =S Tk and n G T$,}. 
Then we have 
P,,a(lN(Y)) = v’N(a, YM&, VI, 
and for any y, # y2, 
pa,,(lN(yI) n IN(Y2)) 
52 ,cl w&, Y,bNh YJ + G44 YJ&(Yz, Y,)l. 
By the reciprocity theorem in electrical networks, 
(5.6) 
gNb, Y) = dv(Y, x) 
Ci,. c, 
vx, JJEB,\Sjy, VNSl. (5.7) 
Note that gh(.x, x)/ Ci is the effective resistance of the electrical network Bh between 
x and S, for any x E BN\SN, where BIN is the electrical network yielded by BN 
with the resistor assignment (r:,) for i = 1,2. Then, by the hypothesis (5.2) we can 
show that 
gN(fC, x) 
Ci, 
SK VxgBN\SN, VNal, i=l,2. 
Moreover, by the Shorting Law (see [2]) we can find a constant k E (0, 00) which is 
independent of N 2 1 such that 
dv(.? xl 
c’ 
Sk VXEB~\S~, VNal, i-1,2. 
‘X 
However, the following holds: 
g~(~,Y~~&(v) ; 
c: UN(X, Y) vx, Y E BN\SN. 
Thus, by (5.7) we can show that there is a constant 8, E [ 1, a) such that 
e;‘ul,(y,~)~uUN(x,y)~~,~1N(y,x) Vx,ycBN\SN, VNzl, i=l,2. 
(5.8) 
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In addition, there exist a constant M, E (0, ~0) and subseries {ml = M,;(N)},,, with 
rn_jTa as iTo forj= 1,2 such that 
c &U,;(x, Y)&+&, Y) s MI c &tm;(% Y)&+n&% Y) 
.JJr BN l’t 8. 
for any XEB~, Visl, VN>l, and 
i c ~&+,;(a, Y)‘s MS C &+m;(~r Y)&+~;(Q, Y) 
,j= I yt RN .b’E R,ry 
foranyxEBN,Vi31,VN31.Let rq=max{ml, mi} for i2 1. Without loss of the 
generality, we may assume that m, t 00 as i T 00, and m, s min{ml+‘, m?,“}. Then 
&+&, Y) 6 &+#&, Y) VX,YE BN, i = 1,2, j= 1,2, Vka 1. 
By (5.6) and (5.8) we have 
+hJ’,+m:t~, yd2f &+m:tQ, Y$
+ Yd*+ dv+m:b, 
. dv+m,(Yl, Y2)&+m,(YI, Y2). (5.9) 
By the hypothesis (5.4) and (5.8), we get 
R,H.S.of(5.9)~(1+6~)~(l+M,) C _~, yltB~ &+mf(Y,, Y2Mv+m:(Y, > 
3,. 
Y, f-V2 
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By the hypothesis (5.3), we can show that 
* c dNtm:tY1, Yz)d++m:(Y, 9 Yd 
Yze BN 
=s M,tl+ 4)‘U + Ml) c dv+mz(% Y)&+m2 
ye BN 
(a, Yg2. 
From the above arguments, one can see that 
s M,( 1+ @,)‘( 1+ M,)( 1+ e:> 
x 
( 
c &+m,+,(% Y)dv+m,+, 
YE 8,~ 
(a, ,,)’ via 1. 
Let I,(y) = {Xi = X”, = y for some n, m = 0, 1,2, . . .}. Then 
Therefore, we have 
E 
c Y,~YZ~BN pa,,(L(~J n Las(~2)) 
= lim 
[CytB, p,,C2tzN+WZ3+,tYf)12 
i+oO 
c y,,YzcBN p‘7,,(z~+tTT,(%)n 'N+m,(Yd) 
~[M,(1+8,)2(l+M1)(1+8:)]-’ VNal. 
Moreover, 
By the hypothesis (5.5), we have 
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Thus, by a version of the Borel-Cantelli lemma due to Kochen and Stone (see [8, 
Lemma 2.51) we can show that with positive probability with respect to P,,,, l,(y) 
for y E V occur infinitely often. In other words, 
P,,,(Y=co)>O. 
The proof is complete. 0 
Corollary 5.2 (see (IS]). Let X;’ = {X~(~I)}~,~,, and Xz = (X:(n)},,,, be two indepen- 
dent simple random walks on Z*, and 
Yd =#{(n, 771): Xf(n)=X,d(m) for some n, mZ=O}. 
7Then P,,,( Yd = a) = 0 if and only if d 2 5 for any a E Zd. 
Proof. Without loss of the generality, we may choose Q = 0, and B, = [-2”, 2”]“. 
Let u,(x, _JJ)]~,, be the voltage on I?, satisfying 
r&(x,x)=1; v,,(x,y)=O VYES,. 
If d 2 3, then there are constants C, , C? E (0, ~a> such that 
and 
By these 
z~,(x,y)GC,lx-yl’-~ Vnal, Vy,xEB,,\S,,, 
%(O, y) 2 C*/ylz-d v,v E &-I. 
facts, one can check that the hypothesis in Theorem 5.1(i) is satisfied if 
d 2 5, and the hypotheses in Theorem 5.l(ii) are satisfied if 3 s d s 4. However, the 
simple random walk on Zd is recurrent if d s 2. Hence, P,,,( yl’ = CO) = 1 if d G 2. 
By Theorem 5.1, we get the desired result. 0 
6. Main results 
The main theorems of this paper easily follow from the results proved in the previous 
sections. 
As in Section 3, we assign a resistor c,,. to the edge xy E E” for d a 1, and assume 
O-‘G rr,,s 8 tl.xvct Ed. 
for some constant 0 E (1,03), where Ed is the edge set yielded by Zd. The correspond- 
ing random walk on Zd is denoted by (px).)xvk=Ed~ or X” = (Xt)naO, and the linear 
operator L is defined by (1.1). Fix a point a E Z”, and let B,(a) = 1-2” + a, 2” + a]“. 
Then 
S,I(n)=~~O{(YI~. *-T Yi-13 +2”+a~ Yi+l7*_* r Yd): 
-2”+a6_yj~22n+u, j=l,..., i-l,i+l,_.., d}. 
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Let VAX, _Y)I~~~,,~~) satisfy for VxE B,,(a)\&(a), 
t&(x,x) = 1, %tx,Y>=o VYES*(a), 
and 
&z(x,y)=O VyEB”(a)\(lx>uS,(a)>. 
Theorem 6.1. (i) Zf d = 1, then there is a constant 8, E (0, 1) such that 
%(a* y) 2% 61 Vy E B,_,(a), Va E Z’, Vn 2 1. 
(ii) If d = 2, then there are constants C, , C, E (0, co) such that 
%(%Y)~G l- ( log(dist( a, y) v 1) log dist(a, S,(a)) > Vy E B,_,(a), Vn 3 1, 
Gltx,Y)~G I-- 
( 
log(dist(x, y) v 1) 
log dist(x, S,(x)) > 
Vy, XE B,(a)\&(a), Vn 2 1. 
(iii) of d 3 3, then there are comtants C,, C+E (0, a)) such that 
u,(a, y) 2= C,(fa -y\ v lf2-d Vy E &_,(a), Vn 2 1, 
v,(x,y)~C‘$(\x-ylv 1)2-d Vx,yEB”(a)\S,ta), Vna 1. 
Proof. The proof of (i) is trivial, so it is omitted. 
(ii) We now apply Corollary 4.4 to prove (ii). Clearly, if y E B,(a), then ~,(a, y) 2 
E, for a constant E, E (0,l). Now we suppose ke {1,2,. . . , n-l}, and choose 
y E ~~(a)\~~-,(a). Let yt and y2cz &(a) satisfy the following respectively: 
Let R,(a) be the effective resistance of B,(a) between a and S,(a), and R,(k) be 
the effective resistance of B,,(a) between S,(a) and S,(a). Then it is easy to check 
that 
~,(a, ~~)~R,(k)Ki'(a). 
However, by comparing the resistance, one can see that there are constants C,, C, E 
(0, M) such that 
C,log2”~RR,(a)~C,log2”, C, log 2”-k G R,(k) s C, log 2”-“. 
Therefore, we have 
v,(a, YJ 2 Cd2 (1-S). 
By Corollary 4.4, we see that there is a constant C,E (0, co) such that 
%(a, Y,)~G~"(~,Y,). 
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If YE B,(a)\&_,(a) and ks n - 1, then 
l-10g2k>c: log(dist( a, Y) v 1) -/ 
log 2” log 2” 
for some constant C, E (0, cc). Therefore 
u,(a,y)~uv,(a,Y,)~cC,C,‘C,C* 
iog(dist(a, Y) v 1) 
log dist(a, S,,(a)) > 
for any YEI?,(~)\ and kE{1,2 ,..., n - 1). From the above argument, we 
also see that 
Iog(dist(a, y) v 1) 
log dist(a, S,(a)) > 
for some constant C9e (0,~). By using the above fact, one can get the second 
vy E B,(a), Vn 2 1, 
conclusion in (ii). Let u,(x, *) be defined on B,+,(x) satisfying 
z&(x, x) = 1, %I(x,y)=O VYES,+,(X), 
4(x, Y) = 0 VY E &+l(x)\{xIu Sn+r(x)- 
Then, it is easy to check that 
0,(x, VI< u,(x, Y) vx, YE f&(a)\%(a). 
However, we have known that 
log(dist(x, y) v 1) 
log dist(x, &+l(x)) > 
VY f 4l+,(x)\sI+,(x). 
Then we get 
r&(x, Y)S Cl0 l- 
log(dist(x, y) v 1) 
log dist(x, S,,(x)) > 
VY, x E &l(a)\S,(a). 
The proof of (ii) is complete. 
(iii) This part of the theorem may be proved using Theorem 3.3. Since the proof 
of (iii) is quite similar to that of (ii), it is omitted. U 
As in Section 1, we let X:’ = (X”(~I)),,,~ be the random walk on Zd corresponding 
to the resistor assignment ri = (r.&)__.EEd for i = 1,2, and introduce Pid and Ey. Let 
where T,(x)=inf(m~O: Xf(m)ES,(X)}. 
Corollary 6.2. If there are constants C(, C, E (0,0x) such that 
C,G~~_,,GC~ Vxy~ Ed, i=l,2, 
then there are constants C,(d), C,(d) E (0,~) such that 
G(dMG, x3 Y) 3s g,“( n, 4 ~16 G(d)gf(n, 4 Y) 
for any YE B,_,(x), x E Hd and n 3 1. 0 
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Recall the relation between the Green function and the voltage mentioned in 
Section 5. Then Corollary 6.2 is an immediate result of Theorem 6.1. 
To get the next result, we first prove a Wiener’s test for the uniform symmetric 
random walk X= (X,l)naO on Zd. For this purpose, we introduce some notation. A subset 
B c Zd with d > 3 is called a recurrent set for the random walk X if 
Po(Xn E B, i.0.) = 1, 
and is called a transient set if 
P&X, e I?, i.0.) = 0. 
Given a subset Q c Zd, and let Q,, denote {x E Q: 2” < 1x1~ 2”+‘}. Let C( Qn) be the 
capacity of Q which is defined by 
CIQn) _xJI f+(x), 
// 
where 
E”,,(x) = P,(X, E! Qn for all k 3 1). 
Then we have the following result. 
Lemma 6.3. Consider the unfform symmetric rondos walk X = (X,,)nz-o on Zd with 
d 3 3. Then the set Q c Zd is recurrent or transient according US 
*!* 2-'+')C( Q,,) = co, or <ea. 
Proof. As in [4], we let 
K(a,b)= f P,(X,=b), nB = inf{ k 2 0: X, E B}. 
&=I 
By Theorem 6.1 and the Borel-Cantelli lemma, one can see that (see 141) if 
‘+*‘C( Q,,) < 03, 
then 
which implies that Q is a transient set. 
On the other hand, we suppose 
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Note the relation between the Green function and the voltage. By Theorem 6.1, 
there is a constant (Y 2 1 such that 
Thus, there is an k E (0, 1, . . . , (Y - 1) such that 
j, z- 
(un+k)(d-*)qQun+J = 0. 
Without loss of the generality, we may assume 
$, 2- 
(nn+‘)(d-2)C( Q*,+,) = ~0. 
As in [4, Section 51, we let m, be the crossing time min{n: 2’~ IX,tl < 2’+ l), and g 
be the crossing place s,,. Then for l-,00, 
P,,,(%+, ( %I+, ) ~~pa,,+,(s*i>-E.~,,[PQ,r+,tSar+n)l 
=&+, (K( .L/, b) - &tJ((~,+a, b)l)WQ-J+i(b) u 
a$ heQc,+, Kts,r, b)EQ-f+lfW 
n 
a-5 c,2- (a’+l)(d-2)qQat+,) = il, 
where pB(x) = 9,(X, E I3 for some k> 1). Hence 
P,,,( nq = a) 
s %,,(~{ “0 JI ,+,=l?L,+~$L.(%? = a)) 
s C,,[J nui,~mlli+o~ESYi+a(l~~“,+~+,~m~,+~~}~s~,*~~(no = a3))1 
S(l-t,)(l-_,+,)(l-t,+J*.*=O. 
That is to say 
P,,,(no<co)=l Vl3-l. 
By this fact, one can see that the set Q is recurrent. q 
Lemma 6.3 tells us that any subset B c Z!’ is a recurrent set or a transient set with 
respect to a uniform symmetric random walk on Zd with d 2 3. 
We continue to use the notation PO,, and Yd in Section 5. As an application of 
Theorem 6.1, we then have the following result. 
Corollary 6.4. Suppose there are constants C, , C, E (0, ~0) such that 
C’,sr&,GC, VxyeEd, i=1,2. 
Let X? be two independent ro~dom walks on Zd corresponding to the resistor assignment 
(rAjvytEd for i= 1,2. Then P,,,(Yd=a) = lforany aEZ” ifd<4, and P,,( Yd=mj =0 
ifda5. Cl 
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Using the Thomson’s principle (see [2]), one can see that the effective resistance 
of 2’ with the resistor assignment (r&f+ f’ is infinite for i = 1,2. Thus, the random 
walk X5 is recurrent for i = 1,2 (see [2]). From the proof of Corollary 5.2, we easily 
see that Corollary 6.4 follows from Theorem 5.1, Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 6.3. 
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